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Bits of loving care
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MADE IN
GERMANY

While developing our Beris bits they are continuously tested and approved 
by professional and hobby riders. Our manufacturing knowledge combined 
with the rider s experiences and demands lets us improve and exchance our 
bit making technology. Main focus is–apart from using stare - of - the - art 
materials–protecting the extremely sensitive - horse mouth: For the mouth 
piece we only use food-grade plastic, and each metal piece of the bit is 
formed, welded and polished by hand. Our Beris bits provide special tension 
control due to form and material. This leads to better acceptance by the 
horse and there for to a smoother cummunication between horse and rider. 

Beris bits - handmade with loving care.

Enjoy our products!

IIf you have any questions or comments,
feel free to contact us in any way provided on the last page.
We will be happy to assist you!



Di�erent  bit styles for the horse‘s comfort

Standard (Eggbutt)
 The form of the mouth piece as well as the soft transition to the rings prevent pinching and 
sits stable in the horse’s mouth.

Butter�y Sna�e
The Butterfly snaffle is an absolute innovation in regard of mouth pieces. The anatomically 
correct form in combination with a broader surface in the tongue area offers this sensitive 
muscle the optimal amount of room space with a very soft influence at the same time. The 
horses show their wellbeing with more chewing activity and an increased acceptance of the 
bit.

Tongue Port Snaffle
The Tongue Port Snaffle gives the horse’s tongue enough room because of the flattened 
area on the port. Many horses react to this with more relaxation and chewing. Therefore 
this bit is perfect for horses that won’t tolerate pressure on the tongue and react with, for 
example, head shaking. 

Jointed Bits
A single jointed bit will put more pressure on the jaws and on the sides of the tongue. Within 
appropriate use a single joint in the bit will disturb the blood flow in the tongue not subs-
tantially. Our single jointed Eggbut snaffle is made of a medium flexible, food safe 
plastic-rubber compound. To soften the pressure on the jaw we designed an extra flexible 
zone at the side of the mouthpiece. Due to shape and the angulation of the joint it will rest 
evenly on the tongue. Additionally the very smooth surface of the bit will help to prevent a 
rubber like „eraser-effect“. The horses do accept these bits very well. Most of them will be 
encouraged to chew more.



Loose Ring Bit

The snaffle is offered with two different mouth pieces, the Tongue Port Snaffle and the 
Butterfly Snaffle. lf a stronger contact is needed, the angle of the mouth piece can be 
changed by using the different rings of the side pieces. With punctually increased pressu-
re throughness can be reached. The bit returns to its comfortable position the moment 
the pressure is released.

Bit diameter
Tongue Port: 20mm
Butterfly: 20mm

Loose Ring Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Ø 6cm:  Article number10234-6
Ø 7,5cm: Article number10234-7,5

Loose Ring Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Ø 6cm:  Article number 10254-6
Ø 7,5cm: Article number10254-7,5
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Eggbutt Sna�e

The bit fits perfectly in the mouth. With rein action the mouth piece changes its angle and 
puts pressure on palate and tongue. The form of the mouth piece as well as the soft transi-
tion to the rings prevent pinching and sits stable in the horse’s mouth. With its form and 
different available ring sizes this bit is well suited for young horses. The smaller the rings, 
the faster and more direct is the rider s influence. The bigger the rings, the softer the 
influence. With different degrees of hardness of the mouth piece available this bit can be 
used with almost any horse.

Eggbutt Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Ø 6cm:  Article number 10233-6
Ø 7,5cm: Article number 10233-7,5

Jointed Eggbutt Sna�e
125 mm - 135 mm - 145 mm
Medium
Ø 6cm:  Article number 10235-6
Ø 7,5cm: Article number 10235-7,5

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm

NEW!



D-Ring

The form of the rings provides a neutral position in the horse‘s mouth. Therefore this bit is 
wonderful for young and inexperienced horses. They receive optimal support and guidan-
ce through the bit.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm

D-Ring Eggbutt Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10235

D-Ring with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10255

Jointed D-Ring
125 mm - 135 mm - 145 mm

Medium
Article number 10233

D-Ring with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10236
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Full Cheek Bit

Very steady bit, no pinching by angled bars. Useful on horses that need more guidance 
around turns, like young or very strong ones. The full cheek bit is very popular with jum-
pers that need to turn quickly.

Full Cheek Eggbutt Bit
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft -  Medium - Hard
Article number 10237

Full Cheek Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10238

Full Cheek Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10256

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm



3-Ring-Bit

Combines effective restriction, leverage and pull open effect in one bit. The level of 
control depends on the different rings. This changes the length of the lever. The 3-ring bit 
is often used to test the horse‘s reaction to leverage. When used with a second rein, it is 
similar to a regular eggbutt or loose ring snaffle. According to the LPO, this bit is only 
allowed from level M up.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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3-Ring Eggbutt Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Rings �xed
Article number 10240

3-Ring Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Rings movable
Article number 10239

3-Ring Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Rings movable

Article number10257
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Gag Bit

The second rein causes of the bit to move sideways and back to the corner of the mouth, 
wich means a stronger effect. Useful with horses that tend to lean into the bit, or to reach a 
higher uprighting. 

Eggbutt Gag Bit
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10241

Gag Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10242

Gag Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10258

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm



Kimblewick Bit

Effective combination of influence on the horse s lower jaw and pressure on the neck and 
dislocation inside the horse s mouth. Three different strap up options allow a well-regula-
tion of the bit. The side parts of the bit offer a certain weight, which quiets and relaxes 
nervous horses.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm

Kimblewick Eggbutt Bit
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10245

Kimblewick Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10246

Kimblewick Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10259
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Full Cheek Gag

The full cheek form gives the horse an increased lateral guidance, useful for strong horses 
and quick turns. The gag moves the bit towards the edge of the horse s mouth. This causes 
moderate pressure on the poll and the corner of the mouth. As a result there are additional 
brakes and the outline will improve. It is recommended to use this bit with a second pair of 
reins, as the rider can choose between snaffle and gag (using one set of reins increases the 
risk of over-bending). The full cheek gag is very useful for horses that tend to lean on the 
bit, on and need a higher collection. First choice of most show jumpers, as the maximum 
control enab- les the rider to cope with the technical challenges of modern show jumping 
courses.

Full Cheek Eggbutt Gag
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10243

Full Cheek Gag with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10244

Full Cheek Gag with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10260

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm



Kombi

A second rein acts with slight leverage on the lower jaw branches. This bit puts its pressure 
evenly on the lower jaw and is generally well accepted by horses. It allows a “letting go” of 
the jaw chain for a bigger range. The pressure can be increased as needed. This bit is great 
for strong horses wich push forward.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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Kombi with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10261

Kombi with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10248

Kombi Eggbutt Bit
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10247
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Pelham

Classic bit with more elegant and refined design. Pressure on lower jaw and poll, depen-
ding on length of the curb (5 to 7 cm max.) The angle of the bit can be adjusted. According 
to the LPO this bit is permitted in all levels. Possible use for horses that have dilliculties to 
come through, for "sultry" horses, for horses that need sharp corrections in critical situa-
tions (like time events), or for hard to control young horses. Long curbs provide strong 
leverage, however, they are also recommended for riders with unsteady hands, since the 
Ionger curb helps the rider to slow down. Short curbs work more direct and quicker, but 
are not quite as harsh.

Pelham mit Zungenbogenstange
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
short Article number 10250-K
long: Article number 10250-L

Eggbutt Pelham
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
short: Article number 10249-K
long: Article number 10249-L

Pelham with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
short:    Article number 10262-K
long:    Article number 10262-L

Jointed Pelham
125mm - 135 mm - 145 mm

Medium
short    Article number 10249-K
long:    Article number 10249-L

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm

available in
long and short

NEW!



Propeller Pelham

The Propeller Pelham offers you all the advantages of a regular Pelham. Additionally the 
mouthpiece of the Propeller Pelham is able to rotate. This enables the horse to place the 
bit in a position in the mouth that it pleases itself the most. This bit can be used on very 
sensitive horses or horses that prefer a more mobile bit in the mouth.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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Propeller Pelham with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10273

Propeller Pelham with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10274

Eggbutt Propeller Pelham
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10272
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Tandem

To be used with one set of reins. The pressure is distributed evenly between the horse s 
nose, lower jaw and poll. More rein action puts more pressure on the bars of the mouth. 
Suitable for horses that are very sensitive in the mouth, but can’t be ridden with a Hacka-
more alone.

Tandem with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10264

Tandem with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10252

Bit diameter
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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Tandem US

The Tandem US is most ly like the regular Tandem (see page 14). The only difference is the 
black colored nose strap. This more decent color is often used for presenting horses on 
shows and for sales events.

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm

Eggbutt Tandem US
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10232

Tandem US with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10230

Tandem US with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10231
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Dressage Curb Bit (Weymouth)

Elegant design, combined with highest comfort for the horse’s sensitive mouth: This is the 
new beris dressage curb bit. Combined with either short or long shanks the bits are perfec-
tly adjustable to anyone‘s needs. From the overly sensitive horse to one that needs a 
stronger contact. The mouth piece is generally well accepted, no matter which degree of 
hardness is used. Promotes chewing activity.

Dressage Curb Bit with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10266

Dressage Curb Bit with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10265

Bit diameter
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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Swales

Similar to the Pelham, but used with a second rein and curb chain. Recommended for 
„sultry“ and very strong horses.

Swales with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
short: Article number 10263-K
long: Article number 10263-L

Swales with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
short: Article number 10251-K
long: Article number 10251-L

Bit diameter
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm

available in
long and short
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Fulmer

The Fulmer is a variation of the full cheek; it uses the same concept as the full cheek and 
eggbutt ring preventing the pinching on the sides of the lip whilst stopping the bit being 
pulled through the mouth. The extended cheek bars, above and below the mouthpiece 
help to guide the h0rse’s head in the turns whilst the loose ring makes it a more mobile bit, 
so may be useful if the horse goes better in a loose ring or leans in a fixed cheek bit. This bit 
will find itself very popular with more powerful horses that are also very sensitive. In parti-
cular in the show jumping market as it is important to use a bit in a talented horse that will 
allow the horse to take a hold into a fence to ensure the correct striding etc. but also offers 
the rider the control to be able to bring the horse back between fences and turning ability 
without the horses rhythm being interrupted by an acute pressure over the tongue.
Also useful with young horses for schooling. The combination of cheek stability and 
tongue pressure reward, the youngster can be guided by the bit to produce a relaxed way 
of going preventing bitting vices such tongue over the bit, crossing jaws and opening of 
the mouth. Bit rings make sure that pinching isn’t possible.

Fulmer with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10267

Fulmer with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10268

Bit diameter
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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Filet

The Filet, also referred to as a Hanging Cheek or Drop Cheek Snaffle, places itself perfectly 
in the mouth. With rein action the mouthpiece changes its angle and puts pressure on 
palate and tongue. When a contact is taken the upper arm is angled forwards causing the 
mouthpiece to lift — thereby suspending it in the mouth and reducing the pressure across 
the tongue and the bars of the mouth this is often beneficial for cases of over sensitivity. If 
the horse is going forward into a contact and active behind this will encourage a rounding 
action and help tremend- ously with the outline. The shape of the mouthpiece plus the soft 
transition to the rings prevents any pinching and makes it very stable in the horse’s mouth.

Filet with Butter�y Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm

Soft - Hard
Article number 10269

Filet Eggbutt Bit
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Medium - Hard
Article number 10271

Filet with Tongue Port Sna�e
120 mm - 130 mm - 140 mm
Soft - Hard
Article number 10270

Bit diameter
Regular (eggbutt): 20mm
Tongue Port:  20mm
Butterfly:  20mm
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beris bits of loving care

Champion Rolf Göran-Bengtsson
loves beris bits

MADE IN
GERMANY

Numerous individual combinations are possible due 
to the various hardness levels and side pieces and 
allow the optimum adjustment to each horse. Each 
horse is different and has corresponding needs in 
terms of the bit. Beris bits cover the whole bandwidth 
of these needs – to the benefit of the horse!



3 simple ways to order:

Summary Handels- und Dienstleistungs GmbH  •  Zusestrasse 1  •  D-25524 Itzehoe

by Fax
+49 (0) 4821 / 779 67-22

by phone
+49 (0) 4821 / 779 67-55

by eMail
sales@summary-company.com

SPORTLINE


